Metro II Software Development and Release
Resource: team
Cost: ?> 8d, ~ 31d?
Start: 1/3/07
Finish: 7/31/07

1.0 Planning
Resource: cxh
Cost: 10hr
Finish: 2/6/07

1.1 Charter
Resource: cxh
Cost: 4hr
Finish: 1/23/07

1.1 WBS
Resource: cxh
Cost: 3hr
Finish: 1/30/07

1.1 Schedule
Resource: cxh
Cost: 3hr
Finish: 2/6/07

2.0 Alpha Release
Resource: team
Cost: ?>5d, ~10d?
Finish: 3/13/07

2.1 Build Env
Resource: cxh
Cost: 10hr
Finish: 2/15/07

2.1.1 Directory Structure
Resource: cxh
Cost: 2hr
Finish: 1/30/07

2.1.2 Doc Sys
Resource: cxh
Cost: 3hr
Finish: 2/15/07

2.1.3 Testing System
Resource: cxh
Cost: 5hr
Finish: 2/15/07

2.1 Feature Development
Resource: team
Cost: ?>3d
Finish: 3/13/07

2.2 Feature Development
Resource: cxh
Cost: ?
Finish: 3/13/07

2.2.1 IP Wrapping
Resource: tcm
Cost: 8hr
Finish: 3/13/07

2.2.2 Three Phase Execution Semantics
Resource: ?
Cost: ?
Finish: 3/13/07

2.3 Installer
Resource: cxh
Cost: 10hr
Finish: 3/13/07

2.3.1 Installer Testing
Resource: cxh
Cost: 8 hr
Finish: 3/13/07

2.3.2 Publish to Web
Resource: cxh
Cost: 2hr
Finish: 3/13/07

3.0 Beta Release
Resource: team
Cost: ?> 1d, ~10d??
Finish: 6/4/07

3.1 Beta Release
Resource: ?
Cost: ?
Finish: 5/29/07

3.1.1 Mappers & Adapters
Resource: cxh
Cost: ?
Finish: 5/29/07

3.1.2 Feature Development
Finish: 5/29/07

3.2 Feature Refinement
Finish: 6/4/07

3.2.1 IP Wrapping
Resource: cxh
Cost: ?
Finish: 6/4/07

3.2.2 Three Phase Execution Semantics
Resource: cxh
Cost: ?
Finish: 6/4/07

3.3 Integration Testing
Resource: cxh
Cost: ?
Finish: 6/4/07

3.3.1 Installer Testing
Resource: cxh + team
Cost: 8 (cxh) + 0.5/hr/team member
Finish: 6/4/07

3.3.2 Publish to Web
Resource: cxh
Cost: 1hr
Finish: 6/4/07

3.4 Installer
Resource: cxh
Cost: 10hr
Finish: 3/13/07

3.4.1 Installer Testing
Resource: cxh + team
Cost: 8 (cxh) + 0.5/hr/team member
Finish: 3/13/07

3.4.2 Publish to Web
Resource: cxh
Cost: 1hr
Finish: 3/13/07

4.0 Final Release
Resource: team
Cost: ?>2d ~ 10d??
Finish: 7/31/07

4.1 Integration Testing
Resource: cxh + team
Cost: ?
Finish: 7/20/07

4.2 Docs
Resource: team
Cost: 8d
Finish: 7/20/07

4.3 Installer
Finish: 7/31/07

4.2.1 Installer Testing
Resource: cxh + team
Cost: 8hr (cxh) + 0.5/hr/team member
Finish: 7/31/07

4.2.2 Publish to Web
Resource: cxh
Cost: 1hr
Finish: 7/31/07

Metro II Work Breakdown Structure